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EDITORIAL STAFF:

On March 30, 2018, MassWildlife received a call from
North Andover resident Robert Carlson reporting two
Peregrine Falcons fighting on his front lawn. When he
and his mother came outside, one of the falcons flew
off, but the second bird did not. Eventually, four more
people approached the bird. The group split in half with
three people on one side and three on the other, all about
three feet away from the bird. That's when the first bird
came back and swooped down between the people to
strike the bird on the ground, and then it returned to
strike the bird a second time. Twenty minutes later the
second peregrine flew off.
Three days later, the 17-year-old male Peregrine Falcon
(band numbers 2206-59866, and 6*/4* black over green)
was found on the ground in a back yard in Amesbury,
about 15 air miles from the location of the fight in North
Andover and about a mile from its nest site in Lawrence.
A New Hampshire falconer saw a photo of the peregrine
in a parakeet cage that was posted on Facebook by the
elderly man who found the bird. The falconer notified
a Massachusetts falconer and educator who picked up
the bird and brought him to the Tufts Wildlife Clinic in
North Grafton. The peregrine was in poor shape and
died several hours after arriving at the clinic.
This original resident male, which was banded in
Manchester, New Hampshire in 2001, had been nesting
in Lawrence since in 2003. He helped fledge 42 chicks (21
male, 21 female) in 14 years (3 chicks per year), which is
a very high reproductive rate. He was the second oldest
banded male peregrine to have nested in Massachusetts.
The oldest being a 19-year-old male.
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- Deborah McKew
The return of an adult, translocated Common
Loon to the Assawompset Pond Complex in
southern Massachusetts marks a milestone for loon
conservation efforts in the Northeast.

OF POLLINATORS, FOOD AND POISONS
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- Richard A. Callahan
The author describes experiments performed over
several years that demonstrate a direct link between
long-term, low-level exposure to imidacloprid, a
widely used neonicotinoid pesticide, and aberrant
behavior in adult overwintering honeybees resulting
in hive abandonment and death.
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- Alison Colby-Campbell
MassWildlife hatchery staff and a local community
come together to help a World War II veteran enjoy
a final fishing trip in Haverhill.
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BIRD BANDING: A MORNING AFIELD
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- Brandi Van Roo
Join the author and her university students for
a morning banding songbirds and woodpeckers
during spring migration.
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On the Cover: A Common Loon prepares to feed a young
Small mouth Bass to one of its chicks. Currently, there
are about 40 pairs of breeding loons in the state with the
core population found in north central Massachusetts,
focused in and around the Quabbin and Wachusett
Reservoir areas. Photo by Bill Byrne/ MassWildlife
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Treestand Bird Feeding - I had to share this
photo (above) with Massachusetts Wildlife.
For 20 years now, I've been hand-feeding
Black-capped Chickadees, Tufted Titmice ,
and White Breasted Nuthatches while
archery hunting from a treestand. I first
appeared in the No.1, 1999 issue with a
Black-capped Chickadee perched on my chin
(right). I was inspired by Peter Mirick's article
on hand-feeding chickadees (The Bird on
Hand , No.1 , 1998, pg. 17). This past hunting
season I was thinking of another great photo
opportunity. I go to Mrs . Murphy's Donuts
shop in Southwick every week and when
I looked at her coffee cup I got the idea.
Shortly after climbing into my treestand last
December, I filled my empty coffee cup with
sunflower seed and at daybreak, the birds
showed up and stayed until just before dark.
This is probably the main reason I didn't get
a deer that day, but that's okay with me. My
friends in Tolland and Monson who allow me
to hunt on their property now also have the
opportunity to feed the birds at this location.
I had to share this most enjoyable pastime
with you (again). Time passes , but some
things never change.
Mike Arena
Westfield , MA

4

Joseph "Archie" Hagar - I wanted to take a
moment to commend you for Wayne Petersen's most excellent feature article on Archie
Hagar in the No.4, 2017 issue. Great job!
Wonderful memories to have. The article
prompted me to go searching my notes for
the "kicker" that turned up at Wellfleet Bay
Wildlife Sanctuary in 1968. I don't recall exactly who was on hand for staff that summer,
but I do remember that Wallace discovered
the bird and how impressed I was that he
immediately knew exactly what it was! He
was on the phone with Archie at once and
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A unique backyard sighting of a Red Fox with four blond (leucistic) kits in Feeding
Hills, MA. The term "leucistic" is a generic term that covers a wide range ofdegrees
of pigment loss. The result can be animals that are white, pale (the color patterns
are still visible, but washed out), or patchy colors (pibald).
that evening Archie rolled into the parking lot
just as dark approached . I remember he was
driving a Rambler. I didn't need to take him
to the spot-we could hear the bird from the
parking lot. It was in the marsh close-in along
the big pine grove. I assisted Archie with his
recording gear and stayed with him for a
while . No talking, but he'd kick me when he
wanted me to do something (he didn't have
any free hands) . We didn't have to wade very
far out. The bird wasn't more than 30 feet out
and stayed in a very small area. The bird was
a loud caller; I remember we'd hear heard it
all day and night. I could hear it calling as I
lay abed in the house. According to my notes,
the bird made an 8-day stand, from June 30
through July 7, calling almost nonstop. Its
calling ended as abruptly as it had begun.
I recall Archie later telling me that its 8-day
calling period was about typical for date and
duration. I actually managed , after a long
wait, to flush the bird on July 5 and saw that
is was a Virginia Rail.
Bradford G. Blodget
State Ornithologist ('77- '79, '84-'02)
Holden , MA
We would like to publish more of your comments, questions and photos as a regular
feature of th e magazine. If you would like to
submit your co rrespondence electronically,
please do so on our Facebook or Instagram
pages or by e-mail (mass.wildlife@state.ma.us)
and reference the magazine so we know you
are willing to have your co mment and our
response published and shared. You can also
reach us by mail at: Mass. Div. of Fisheries
& Wildlife, Field Headquarters, Attn: Editor,
1 Rabbit Hill Road, Westborough, MA 01581.

A previously unpublished image of State
Ornithologist Joseph Hagar with an egret.
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t was the beginning of a warm, clear
day on the lakeshore that Saturday
before Memoria l Day, 2018 . Glenn
McAvoy, a member of the management
team for theAssawompset Pond Complex
in southeastern Massachusetts, was out
early surveying the lake when he spotted
an adult loon about 100 feet from shore.
Sighting the loon with his binoculars, he
watched it preen for a while, and when it
dove, he could clearly see the numbered
color bands on its leg. He immediately
knew what he had to do next.

I

breeding loons could be found wherever
there were concentrated groups of lakes
that could support loon populations.
These areas were found throughout
Canada, south to Pennsylvania, Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, and over to California. In the
Northeast, the yodel, wail, and tremolo
of the loon could be heard throughout
New York, New England, and as far south
as northern New Jersey. However, as humans shifted from a culture of subsistence
huntingto shooting for sport and built encroaching houses and camps on critical
shoreline nesting
habitats loon populations suffered
serious declines.
Formany,the Common
Over the course of
Loon represents true
a century, the bird's
southern range was
wilderness, a symbol
greatly reduced ; in
of undisturbed lands,
some areas, breeding loons simply
clean water, and a
vanished.

Michelle Kneeland, wildlife veterinarian for Biodiversity Research
Institute (BRl),
was working in
the field in Central
America when she
received Glenn's
message, which bedistinctive voice for
gan "Break out the
champagne!" ImmeBy the late 1800s,
wild things and wild
diately she realized
the haunting calls
places. But as human
that five years of
of the loon were
dedicated research
no longer heard
activities and the needs
and commitment
on Massachusetts'
of loons collide, loon
had achieved a malakes and ponds.
jor milestone. In
Breeding loons
survival has become
a rush of tangled
completely disapmore uncertain.
emotions, she sent
peared from the
a flurry of text messtate. The last
sages to the entire
known breeding
BRI loon team, a
pair in Massachugroup ranging from Maine to Wyoming.
setts was reported in 1872 and it would
take nearly 100 years (1975) before a
Glenn had just identified an adult loon
loon pair had established a territorythat had been released by the group as
breeding and nesting at Quabbin Resa chick in the summer of 2015 as part of
ervoir. Since then, loons have ever so
BRI's Restore the Call loon conservation
slowly begun to repopulate a portion of
study. The adult bird had returned, not
their former range. Currently, there are
to its hatch lake in New York's Adironabout 40 pairs of breeding loons in the
dack Park, but to the lake in Massastate with the core population found in
chusetts to which it was translocated,
north central Massachusetts, focused in
captive-reared, and then fledged . In the
and around the Quabbin and Wachusett
world of loon research, Glenn's confirmReservoir areas.
ing observation was big news.
The story begins 14,000 years ago as receding glaciers formed a network of deep
lakes creating ideal habitat for Common
Loons. Up to the 19th century, across
most of the species range, populations of

Restore the Call
"Human actions extirpated loons from
this landscape. It's going to take human
action to restore them," this was a comment from BRI's Executive Director,
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David Evers. "It's our obligation and our
responsibility to help loons return to the
former parts of their range, and to assist
loons in their existing range, ensuring
their populations stay strong over time."
That philosophy is the fuel behind BRI's
ambitious loon restoration project; Restore the Call. The goal is to strengthen
and restore Common Loon populations
within their existing and former range.
The research and recovery efforts include employing the practice of translocation-taking loons from one area and
re-Iocating them to another area. Translocating wildlife to other parts of their
former range is a well-established and
accepted conservation practice and has
been successfully employed with wildlife
such as eagles, turkeys, otters , wolves,
and turtles. What is unique about Restore
the Call is it's the first time translocation
has been used in loon restoration. Over
the past five years, with funding from the
Ricketts Conservation Foundation and
partnership with fish and wildlife agencies and other conservation partners,
BRI has been implementing Restore the
Call on both public and private lands

in the West (Wyoming, Montana, and
Idaho) , the Midwest (Minnesota) , and
the Northeast (Maine, Massachusetts,
and New York).
There are several limiting factors affecting loon population growth and range
recolonization. The Common Loon is
more water-dependent than any other
inland dwelling bird, only coming on
to the shoreline in spring to breed and
nest. It builds its nest within just a few
feet of the shoreline and is very sensitive
to disturbance and fluctuating water levels. If levels drop too low, moving from
the nest to the water is physically very
difficult for loons. Their legs are placed
far back on the body, an adaptation that
allows for superb diving abilities but
renders them unable to easily walk on
land like mallards or geese. Loons often
abandon a nest if repeatedly flushed or
otherwise disturbed by people boating
or walking nearby. Loons also have a low
reproduction rate; on average an adult
loon pair successfully raises only one
fledgling chick every other year. Even

Continued on page 10

(Top to bottom) Wildlife veterinarian Michelle
Kneeland conducts a final examination to ensure
the chick (held by Lee Attix) is healthy before
releasing it onto the lake. Loon chicks are raised
in aquatic pens until they are old enough to feed
on their own. A close up of a feeding station. A
five-week-old loon chick in the captive rearing pen.

Continued from page 8

though loons will migrate to the coast
to open water in winter, they don't travel
far to establish new breeding territories
or nests. Loons exhibit what is called
high site fidelity; about 80 percent of
breeding birds return to the same territory each summer. Some adults return
to the same lakes, but depending on the
size of the lake they may move to a new
cove or nearby lake or pond after losing
a territory. Adults typically venture no
more than two or three miles from their
former breeding territories while juvenile
loons may only disperse on average eight
miles. These constraints make "natural"
recovery a very long and slow process.
The Biodiversity Research Institute,
headquartered in Portland, Maine, has
a long history with loons. BRI's research
on loons began in the summer of 1989,
when David Evers devised a reliable and
replicable method for capturing loons,
intelligent and agile aquatic birds that
dive to depths up to 220 feet. Capturing
and banding loons with uniquely colored
leg bands presented opportunities to

Loons also have a low
reproduction rate; on
average an adult loon
pair successfully raises
only one fledgling chick
every other year.
conduct demographic, movement, behavioral, and contaminant studies. After
analyzing the various data, researchers
now have a better understanding of loon
population dynamics. For example, they
learned that nearly half the chicks produced each year originate from only 20
percent of the total breeding population.
This research also clarified loon migration and territorial movements.

Collaboration is Key
State or regional working groups comprised of state and local agencies as well

(Left) A BRI crew member enters
loon pen data. (Above) Loons
are adapted to live in the water,
with large feet and powerful
legs positioned far back on their
bodies, dense bones, and the
ability to dive up to 220 feet.

as loon or other conservation organizations are critical to the development and
implementation of loon restoration plans.
A Loon Study Working Group has a long
history in the Northeast. Since 1974, loon
recovery efforts had been ongoing in New
Hampshire and Vermont with support
a nd experience from the New Hampshire
Loon Preservation Committee. Their experience and learning was helpful to the
Restore the Call project. The importance
of these partnerships can't be overstated.
It's not possible to attempt a project of
this scope without the funding support
from foundations , the cooperation of
state and federal wildlife agencies, and
key local loon conservation nonprofit
groups. The first steps, beginning in 2013,
involved working with federal and state
agencies to survey loon populations and
identify ecological stressors in the three
study areas. These stressors or threats
(see page 14) contribute to dwindling loon
populations. Using the assessment information, sCientifically based approaches

and plans can be created to mitigate
those threats.
Moving loon chicks from one place to
another and successfully raising them
to the fledging stage is not easy. For the
first phase of the project, the BRI team,
headed by Michelle Kneeland, DVM. ,
had to research and develop study
protocols to guide the team's course of
action in capturing, transporting and
raising the chicks . It was the beginning
of a long, painstaking process. The most
important concern for the team was the
health and well-being of the young birds;
loons typically do not do well in captivity.
The team's job was to try to anticipate
any possible problems that might occur
and think though every last detail of
the rearing process to ensure success .
Among the challenges: determining when
to capture the chicks so they "imprint"
or view the lake where they were raised
and released as home instead of their
"hatch" lake ; designing and building the
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equipment necessary to safely transport,
transfer and raise the loon chicks to the
point where they could fledge (fly). They
also needed to ensure that the chicks
stay wild and wary of people. The rearing
process needed to prevent chicks from
becoming habituated (accustomed) to
humans. Thorough research , numerous
brainstorming sessions, and many hours
of discussion resulted in a detailed plan
that outlined all the tasks and methods
needed to accomplish this complex
process.
SRI chose Minnesota, the Land of 10,000
Lakes, for its first relocation attempt.
Though Minnesota has a very robust loon
population in its northern regions-an
estimated 4,600 territorial pairs-loons
had completely disappeared from the
lakes in the southern part of the state.
The Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources was eager to help loons recolonize their former range. The choice
proved an ideal testing ground for developing and refining loon translocation
methods and techniques.
Capture of adult loons for banding has
been conducted ever since David Evers
developed the methods in the late 1980s.
The process involves night lighting loons
and capture with long-handled dip nets
from a boat. Chicks utilized for translocation are caught using the same methods.
To keep the captured 4-6 week old
chicks calm and protected during transport to their new location, the birds

were placed in custom designed vented
containers fitted with suspended mesh
netting to protect the loon's keel and feet.
The vents and netting also prevent feces
from accumulating in the containers. Cold
packs beneath the netting and vehicle air
conditioning cranked at full blast help
keep the loons cool during long trips.
At the relocation site, an aquatic rearing pen provided a safe place for chicks ;
allowing them to acclimate to their new
environment, learn to feed on their
own, and swim and exercise to fledge by
autumn. The SRI team devised a structure that permitted staff to observe and
feed the captive loons-all without the
chicks ever seeing them. Each rearing
pen included a "feeding blind". Live fish
are dropped into the pen via a PVC pipe
mimicking adult loons teaching their
young to feed by dropping fish in front
of them. The swimming fish stimulates
the chicks to dive after the fish to feed. In
the summer of 2014, five Common Loon
chicks were safely moved from northern
Minnesota lakes to a lake in the southern
part of the state, reared in captivity, leg
banded and released to fledge in healthy
condition. Since then, 17 chicks have been
successfully translocated to southern
Minnesota.

Moving On To
Massachusetts
In 2015, Restore the Call was ready
to expand loon translocation efforts in

Massachusetts . In collaboration with
the MassWildlife, BRI chose southeastern Massachusetts to translocate loon
chicks. The Assawompsett Pond Complex
(APC) in southeastern Massachusetts
seemed to be an optimal location to
begin this work. The APC contains an
abundance of lakes and ponds of varying
sizes with many protective coves and
islands for nesting that may be able to
support 8-10 loon territories. Designated
by Mass Audubon as an "Important Bird
Area", this landscape of water supply and
conservation lands of about 10,000 acres
is comprised of a network of oak-pine forests, lakes, ponds, and wooded swamps.
The distance and lack of any connecting
habitat from the north central Massachusetts loon populations, coupled with
the birds' limited dispersal tendency,
inhibits natural recolonization of this
area. CoinCidentally, the APC also hosts
a successful MassWildlife reintroduction
of captive raised endangered turtles, the
Northern Red-bellied Cooter.
This was also the first year BRI researchers began transporting loon chicks
across state boundaries. In collaboration
with the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation and MassWildlife, BRI successfully moved seven
chicks from New York's Adirondack Park
to southeastern Massachusetts. In the
third and fourth years of the study, with
assistance from the Maine Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and the
Maine Audubon Society, BRI researchers

also successfully translocated 24 chic ks
from Maine to the same lake area in
Massachusetts.

Achieving Project Goals
Based on the Minnesota and Massachusetts translocation efforts, it is clear that
the team has achieved critical project
goals : 1) applying a safe and replicable
approach for chick capture and transport
to a new lake location; 2) successfully
rearing chicks to the fledging stage ; and
3) confirming the return of adult loons
to the lake area from which they fledged.
Loons are migratory, breeding on lakes
in the summer and wintering in coastal
areas, sometimes migrating thousands
of miles. Once loon chicks fledge, they
usually spend close to three years maturing on the ocean. In the third summer
after fledging, the young loons return
to their natal lakes to join the breeding
populations. It's not until their sixth year
that female loons establish their own
territories, find a mate, and begin nesting.
Anticipating loon returns in the summer of 2017, BRI staff carefully surveyed
the lakes in southern Minnesota for any
loons banded for this project. Though
adult loons were reported in the area of
the release lake in southern Minnesota,
the birds found could not be definitively
identified. Scientists point out that it is
unusual for summertime sighting of an

Continued on page 16

How Ecological Stressors Affect Loons

14

•

Lead Mortality -lead fishing tackle and discarded line routinelh:j kill adult loons

•

Human Activities - recreational activities and shoreline development can
contribute to loss of loon habitat and productivity

•

Oil Spills - loons die from oil spills every h:jear, sometimes hundreds are
killed in one event

•

Reservoir Management - wide swings in water levels can reduce loon
reproductive success

•

Mercury - negativelh:j affects long-lived, fish-eating animals like loons,
especiallh:j in areas with a historh:j of acid rain

•

Climate Change - the potential impacts of climate change are still being
investigated

•

Type E Botulism - bacteria outbreaks have significantlh:j affected loon
populations in Canada, killing several thousand each fall

•

Invasive Species - both invasive plants and animals can compromise the
integrith:j of a lake ecosh:jstem making it less suitable to loons
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Continued from page 13

In southeastern Massachusetts, Glenn
McAvoy's May 2018 confirmation of an
adult loon (project chick #4-2015) was
significant. The SRI team believed loons
would return to the release lake, but to
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Breeding range retracting (2013)

The next step requires patience and
persistence. Researchers, wildlifeveteri-

Returning loon on Assawompset Pond Complex.
(Inset left) Photo of the bands taken when the chick
was released in 2015. (Inset right) Close-up of leg
bands on adult loon identified as chick #4-2015.

'

Breed ing range expand ing (2013)

•

actually confirm a return was momentous. Confirmation of the chick's identification is evidence that translocated
loons will return to the lakes from which
they fledged . Most likely, any future
summer loon sightings in this area will
be of banded birds from Restore the Call.
At the same time, the project partners
also understand the reality of their work.
The effort is still experimental and the
expected final outcome is not a guarantee.

adult in an area that hasn't had loons
for decades, and there is a good chance
these birds were from the translocation
project. It's a matter of time; perhaps the
next breeding season will bring confirmation of returning translocated loons
to Minnesota.

.......

•

I

..

~

narians and biologists, birders, and other
conservationists are eagerly waiting and
watching for returning loons in the hope
that these very special birds reach the
final project benchmarks-establishing
breeding territories and recolonizing
southeastern Massachusetts.

y

About the Author
Deborah McKew is the Communications
and Publications Director for Biodiversity
Research Institute in Portland, Maine. For
more information on BRrs Restore the Call
initiative and other programs, projects, and
studies visit briloon.org.

by Richard A. Callahan
n 1798, Thomas Malthus predicted the human population would shortly outgrow its food supply unless the
population was controlled. At that time there were about
800 million people in the world; today there are 7.6 billion.
What happened? Why aren't we all starving? The answer
of course is that Malthus did not foresee the revolution
in food production. Agricultural mechanization, intensive monoculture practices, hybrid plant development,
synthetic fertilizers , and the development of pesticides
dramatically increased crop yields .

I

Although these changes allow the human population to
increase and contribute to improved nutrition since Malthus' day, these developments are not without significant
c: negative effects. The effects of altering plant ge netics , syn~ thetic chemical use , and mechanization are interrelated,
&- impacting various environments and their species in unique
~ and combined ways. Life is interrelated ; life is complex.
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Colony Collapse Concerns

@

] Consider the following agricultural honeybee problem.
C Around 2006, beekeepers reported unusually high losses
] of 30-90 percent of their hives. The symptoms didn't match
B the usual beehive mortality factors. Worker bees were
suddenly and inexplicably abandoning their hives, leaving

£
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Neonic Insecticides and the Ecosystem
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Figure 1. The water-soluble nature of Neonicotinoid insecticides allows them to be
taken up by the roots of plants, absorbed through leaves and stems, picked up by
pollinators collecting nectar and pollen, and carried away from the application
site by ground water where they can persistent and accumulate in the environment
for months to years. Neonics can also poison or kill off avian food supplies and
directly kill songbirds that ingest treated seeds.
their brood and queen behind. Without
worker bees to bring food , guard the hive
or clean it, the queen and larval bees left
behind cannot sustain themselves and
they die. This bee colony loss was named
Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD). Because
pollinating honeybees are a critical part
of agricultural food production, the effort
to discover the cause or causes of CCD
went into high gear. There
a re many theories about
the cause or causes of
CCD. One includes effects
of honeybee exposure
to crops treated with
pesticides.

I

About eight years ago
Alex Lu, then at Harvard
University, Ken Warchol
a nd I embarked on
measuring the effects of
low levels of Imidacloprid
on European honeybees
( A pis

m e llifera).

Im idacloprid (imi)
is the most widely
u sed neonicotinoid
insecticide. We wanted
to determine if imi might
be a cause of CCD.

Neonics Explained
Neonicotinoid insecticides, often referred to as neonics, are derived from
nicotine, a natural antibiotic produced
by the tobacco plant to defend itself from
insects. (People using nicotine would do
well to keep this fact in mind.) You may
know that penicillin is a natural antibiotic
product, derived from a
mold that destroys competing bacteria. Just as
penicillin was chemically
altered into a family of
powerful antibiotics ;
nicotine was altered into
a series of insecticidal
antibiotics and called Neonicotinoid insecticides.
Penicillin and other antibiotics have side effects
that are unrelated to their
intended use. Similarly,
neonics applied directly to the environment
have side effects at low
concentration levels that
affect animals that come
in contact with them . NeInsecticide
onics are the most widely
used class of insecticide
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in the world. It is estimated that four
million pounds of neonics were applied
to 140-200 million acres in the lower 48
states in 2014; this is close to 10% of the
entire country.

presence of sub-lethal or damaging side
effects, often called chronic toxicity. The
advantage of bioassays is that they test
the effects of the chemical simultaneously on all the complex and interacting
systems of the living organism. When
Unlike most other insecticides, neonics
testing for sub-lethal toxicity levels it was
are water-soluble, which allows them to
vital to expose beehive populations to
be taken up by the roots as well as abimi for at least an entire foraging season.
sorbed through leaves
It was also necessary
and stems (Figure 1,
to expose bees and
pg. 19). Systemically,
measure their reaction
neonics are incorpoIt is estimated that
to a range of imi dosrated into all strucages, from the highest
four million pounds
tures; roots, seeds,
concentration the ornuts, nectar, leaves,
ganism could possibly
of
neonics
were
apfruit and pollen. Once
encounter down to levinside a plant, neonics
els commonly found in
plied to 140-200
are protected and can
the environment. The
persist for years. Anymillion acres in the
higher exposure levels
thing feeding on any
help identify chronic
part of a treated plant
lower 48 states in
symptoms, and if toxic(including humans)
ity is not found, ensure
2014; this is close
ingests neonics.
safety at lower levels.
to 10 percent of the
Neonics have been
In our initial experfound in virtually eviment we placed five
entire
country.
ery aquatic and terhives in four testing
restrial environment.
locations. One hive at
A typical treated corn
each location was fed
seed absorbs 5% of
one of five concentratthe neonic coating with 95% going into
ed sugar solutions containing anywhere
the soil and ground water. Dissolved in
from zero (control/ untreated hives) to
ground water neonics are transported
high concentrations of imi (treated hives)
away from the site of application; finding
over 13 weeks. The hives receiving the
its way into trees, herbaceous plants,
lowest concentrations received a total of
ditches, creeks, and rivers. Neonics
18/ 100,000 of an ounce per beehive over
persist in soils anywhere from months to
the entire summer foraging season. The
years, causing the perennial vegetation
highest dose hives received twenty times
surrounding treated fields and lawns to
this amount.
accumulate high concentrations after
repeated treatments.
Unexpected Results
We designed an experiment to test the
effects of long term exposure of honeybees to very small amounts of imi. The
method involved exposing honeybees to
imi in testing protocols called bioassays.
Bioassays measure the response or reaction of animals to increasing concentration levels of a chemical. Bioassays
using high dosages are used to determine
the lethal or killing dosage of a chemical
under differing conditions. Bioassays
using lower dosages over prolonged periods of time are used to determine the
20

Like butterflies and moths, bees transition from larval, pupal and then to adult
life stages. Bees pupate for two weeks and
in the summer live as adults for four to
five weeks. Beehive reproduction is an
important indicator of hive health. Honeybee hive populations normally peak
in early summer (up to 50,000 bees) and
then decline into fall (20,000 bees). By
counting the pupae in all hives every two
weeks over a three-month period we were
able to accurately monitor the number
of bees in each hive. We expected some
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toxic symptoms to occur among bees at
least in our higher dose treatments, but
after treating hives very aggressively
for 13 weeks there appeared to be no
differences between any of the hives.
Our original hypothesis was that hives
receiving the highest concentrations of
imi would result in summer hive mortalities. This did not happen. Regardless of
the insecticide dosage, all hives showed
similar egg production, brood rearing
success, foraging success and general
hive vigor. We almost terminated the
experiment at this point thinking there
were no sub-lethal side effects to be
found with imi. Luckily we decided to
monitor the hives through the winter
and following spring.
Fourteen weeks after we finished feeding imi, we observed treated hive populations starting to die. Hive mortality
continued for nine weeks, an unanticipated occurrence (Figure 2, pg. 22). One
hive treated at double the lowest dosage
survived and one untreated hive died.
These results indicated that even hives
fed the lowest doses over an entire summer prevented bees from successfully
surviving through winter.
However in March, when we took the
hives apart, we encountered a bigger

surprise. Normally in New England dead
bees accumulate over the winter in beehives because it is too cold for worker
bees to remove them. As expected, in
the untreated hives we saw thousands
of dead bees stuck between the honeycombs with a large mat of corpses due to
natural over-winter attrition at the bottom of those hives. What was unexpected
was that in contrast, all of the imi-treated
hives were almost empty. As we opened
each dead treated hive there were almost
no bees to be found. Several hives contained a remnant cluster of dead bees
surrounding the dead Queen but tens of
thousands of bees were gone. Instead of
dying in the hive as normal bees do in New
England winters, the bees treated with
imi left the hive and most certainly had
died. Our experiment showed that the
imi treatment had caused a behavioral
change (hive abandonment) in the bees
that is associated with Colony Collapse
Disorder.
Ours was the first study to treat hives
of bees with an insecticide for an entire
season and one of the first studies to show
behavioral changes in bees associated
with imi treatment. We repeated this
experiment two years later with different
sugar regimes and duplicated the data.
Numerous other studies have subse-

Figure 2
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quently confirmed behavioral changes
in honeybees and bumblebees exposed
to neonics. Therefore it is reasonable to
assume that neonics have a similar effect
on the hundreds of species of native bees
and other pollinators in Massachusetts.
Much of our native flora depend on native
pollinators for survival.

Bee Brains & Behavior
The question needed to be asked ,
"What is the mechanism causing these
behavioral changes?" The physiological mechanisms that control animal
behavior are not well understood in
either insects or mammals. We do know
that neonics are designed to kill insects
by binding irreversibly to a key nerve
receptor controlling the insect's motor
reflexes. This causes the nerve to fire in
an uncontrolled manner, destroying coordination and leading to death. Asimilar
receptor in mammals differs slightly from
that of insects. This subtle difference in
structure prevents neonics from binding
tightly to mammalian receptors, dramatically lowering the acute toxicity levels of
neonics to mammals. In other words, it
takes much higher concentrations of ne22

en

in syrup

onics to kill mammals, including humans.
The honeybee brain is a marvelous
structure packed with sophisticated behaviors.lt consists of more brain cells per
unit area than any other animal studied
thus far, including humans. Packed into
the honeybee brain are all its instinctual
behaviors to clean and feed the young,
guard and protect the hive, and forage
miles from the hive and return. It includes
the dancing behaviors by which one forager bee tells other foragers where the
nectar it just found is located and how
to get there and the ability to locate and
evaluate new nest sites, negotiate which
is the best site with her sisters, and then
direct 20,000 or so bees and the old Queen
to their new home. These and many other
complex behaviors are hardwired into
the neural system. Honeybees are truly
amazing animals.
During the pupal life stage , when
bees' transition from a larval life stage
to the adult bee, the bees' larval brain
along with other organs are largely destroyed and transformed into the adult
structures. We speculated that imi was
producing behavioral changes either
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by altering the way the adult brain was
formed during the pupal period or by
altering the function of the normal adult
brain after normal development. We
designed a bioassay experiment to test
whether the presence of imi during the
formation of this complex organ caused
behavioral changes or whether imi altered behavior by acting directly on the
normal adult brain.
We tested these two possibilities in the
following way. Six hives were located at
three apiaries (18 hives) . Three hives at
each site (9 hives) were treated with the
lowest concentration of imi in syrup as in
our previous study. Then, in late fall, when
all brood rearing had been completed and
only adult bees remained in each hive, the
bees were shaken from their hives and
weighed. This allowed us to document
the number of adult bees in each hive at
the beginning of winter. Next we placed
untreated bees back into their untreated
hive (3 hives); placed treated bees back
into their hive containing treated honey
(3 hives); took bees from a treated hive
and placed them in an untreated hive (6
hives); and took bees from an untreated
hive and placed them into a treated hive
(6 hives).
We designed the procedure to ensure
we could observe the response of adult
bees that were never treated with imi
(control hives), bees treated with imi

both as larvae and as adults , bees treated
with imi as larvae and for a brief period
as adults, and significa ntly, bees treated
only as adults. Healthy, normal bees will
return precisely to their hive location, so
we also made certain that each beehive
was relocated in the exact space in each
apiary from which the bees originally
came.
Our results showed that over 50 % of
bees from control hives (never exposed
to imi) were accounted for in the spring.
Meanwhile all hives with treated bees lost
over 90 % of their bees. Most notable was
that the population in six hives of bees
that were only treated as adults dropped
the most, losing an average of 97% of their
bees (Figure 3, pg. 24).
Our experiment demonstrated that imi
acts directly upon the adult bee brain by
causing abnormal behavior. Bees treated
as larvae were also affected, possibly
due to imi residues integrating into their
adult bodies and thereby affecting their
behavior. Behavioral effects seen in
bees are undoubtedly occurring in other
insects, other arthropods and perhaps
in higher animals.
By now you can probably appreciate
that measuring the toxicity of low levels
of a single chemical on a single species
housed in easily monitored, accessible
hives is a complex process. A report on
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Figure 3
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honeybee health released by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and the EPA
in 2013 stated that the most pressing
research questions relate to determining
actual pesticide exposures bees receive
in the field. Trying to observe and

document the subtle effects of hundreds
of pesticide compounds in combination
on thousands of species in the open
environment of course presents an
overwhelmingly complex challenge.

In My Opinion

dropped almost 80 % over 27 years. Ideally, half of an applied pesticide should
naturally break down to nontoxic chemicals within 24 hours of application. These
"soft" insecticides should be adequate to
control pests, but also limit or minimize
environmental contamination.

We are left with a dilemma: agricultural
antibiotics are necessary to feed the current human population. Human exposure
to neonics is universal and continuous
throughout our food supply. It's quite
possible mammals share the same physiological mechanisms driving behavioral
changes observed in invertebrates. But
how do we manage those products to
protect the environment and the public?
I believe, our repeating history of badly
managing insecticides over the past century offers some important lessons and
mitigating strategies worth considering.
First, persistent insecticides (except
perhaps for limited use in structures)
will cause environmental problems. A
recently published study showed insect
populations in a German Nature Preserve
24
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Second, use of systemic pesticides are
problematic as they will be present in a
wide segment of the human food web
and may pose a hazard to people-particularly pregnant women and children.
Broad application of systemic pesticides
affects not just the target creature, but
all species , including beneficial insects
and pollinators. Perennial plants are
likely to accumulate high concentrations.
Water solubility results in environmental
transport.
Finally, the claim that broad scale use
of pesticides can be ecologically safe is
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mythical. Evidence continues to mount
associating neonics and other pesticides
with environmental calamity. Pesticides
are designed to kill organisms and will
always have side effects at levels well
below their effective killing dose. This is
the nature of every synthetic biologically
active molecule ever tested whether as a
drug for human use or an environmental
poison. I suggest that pesticide applications need to be justified based upon
absolute need. The province of Ontario
has established a method whereby neonics can only be used after a third party
verifies that such use is necessary. This
method mirrors the prescription system
used for pharmaceutical antibiotics.
People obtain a prescription from a
professional trained in the field before
placing a few milligrams of an antibiotic
into their body; it seems reasonable that
a professional check that the application
of many kilograms of an antibiotic insecticide is necessary before it is applied to
the general environment we all share and
into the food we all eat.

Recent actions include a European
Union vote to ban all outdoor uses of
neonics, including agricultural use, starting in 2020. The Massachusetts Medical
Society passed a resolution regarding the
potential harm neonics pose to people.
Currently legislation has been filed in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives
with the intent of reducing residential
use of neonics thereby limiting human
exposure to concentrates and overuse in
urban and suburban environments. One
way you can help achieve that reduction
is to consider refraining or seriously
limiting your use of neonics and other
synthetic, biologically active chemicals
on your own property and in your neighborhood. A perfect, chemically-managed
lawn is an ecological desert. Mix in
clover, and avoid using insecticides and c::
herbicides. Urge your legislators to pass ~
legislation ensuring the sensible use of 12
.c
these antibiotics.
::!
- Richard A. Callahan, Ph.D. ~'"
o

'0

.c

~----------------------------------------------------------------~ ~

RichardA. Callahan, earnedaPh.D.
in Entomology from the University of
Massachusetts Amherst and a Bachelor of Science in Biology from the
College ofthe Holy Cross. Dr. Callahan
has extensive experience working
with both pesticides and pharmaceutical products. Relevant insecticide
experience includes measuring the
effects of an insecticide on estrogen
metabolism in birds and developing
the method used to destroy Agent
Orange while he was on active duty in
the u.s. AirForce. He also co-founded
a pharmaceutical company. He has
been a beekeeper for 15 years. He
would like to thank his beekeeping
mentor Ken Warchol for his constant
contributions essential to this work
and Alex Lu, Senior Author of the
initial studies.

Dad's Last
Fishing Trip
by Alison Colby-Campbell

y dad , Walter Colby, is 93 and receiving hospice care. Every day as
I was writing a newspaper article
about trout stocking and fishing in Haverhill, I'd tell my dad what I learned. He and
I used to fish when I was very young and
it was good to include his knowledgeable
perspective. As part of my research, I
contacted the Massachusetts Division of
Fisheries and Wildlife (MassWildlife) to
get some more info for my story. Marion
Larson answered my father's and my
questions, and then connected me with
John Sheedy, MassWildlife Northeast
Fisheries Biologist. John was stocking
a couple of rivers in Haverhill and I was
invited to meet up to watch the process.
He told me that they were stocking Haverhill's Lake Saltonstall, (Plug Pond as the
locals call it), the following Tuesday. It was
beyond the deadline for my article, but
I asked if I could bring my dad with me
to experience the process. There aren't
a lot of things my father loves more than
fishing, though he hadn't been in years.
I was looking for anything to bolster
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his spirits as his health declined. John
promised to email me the estimated time
of arrival as it got closer.
I told my dad I'd take him to see the
stocking at Plug Pond because it was
a relatively flat shore and maybe we
could sit in the car and watch. Shortly
before we left, he asked if he would be
able to try fishing. I wasn't prepared for
that request, he has difficulty moving, is
legally blind and he'd given all his gear
away years ago. I knew I couldn't make
it happen in that short a time, but I was
very confident the people of Haverhill
could and would. I reached out first to
a young man named Josh Penney whose
photography I admire on local Facebook
pages, especially as it often included
views from his local fishing expeditions.
He is huge into fishing.
As the time ticked away and I hadn't
heard back from Josh, I threw the request
onto a Facebook page I write called 'The
Heartbeat of Haverhill'. Surely someone
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could help me there. I know from
experience that the loveliest people
read and comment on the page. I had
no idea the extent of their kindness.
Within hours , there were 5,000
views of my request. People were
tagging friends who might be able
to help ; they offered possible solutions. It was a Facebook feeding
frenzy of activity in an effort to help
my father experience a joy he didn't
think he'd get to try again. Someone
offered a Barbie fishing rod, people
looked for rods in their basements
though they didn't know if the tackle
was appropriate, one woman said
she'd bring what she'd found but
admitted she didn't know what to do
if we actually caught something, but
she'd be there. Others offered fishing expeditions on other days. The
offers of help were amazing, each
bringing me closer to giving dad a
chance to fish. And each bringing
me closer to myvery awesome community. Then I heard back from Josh
Penney, he was on his way. I wrote
back on Facebook that I was all set
a nd left to pick up my father. Josh
is 17, a home-schooled student who
changed his study schedule so he
could be there. He filled a backpack
with tackle and rods and rode his
bike across the city to meet us. We'd
never met or spoken except through
social media.
My dad and I sat in a parking space
overlooking the lake at a point where
[ guessed they would unload the
fi sh. My father, positioned in his
wheelchair between my car and
a truck to shield against the wind ,
was wrapped in a windproof picnic
blanket and an odd coat or two
I'd brought to keep him warm. We
waited for both Josh and John with
his stocking truck tanks full of trout.
A very well-dressed man pulled in
behind us. He stepped out of his
t ruck in his beautifully polished
dress shoes and asked "Are you The
Heartbeat of Haverhill? Have you
caught anything yet?" I recognized
Constable Gerald Sewell. I said we
MASS WILDLIFE
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hadn't fished yet. He introduced us to
his friend Brian Joyce. He was probably
confused as to why we weren't fishing,
but I didn't know if it was kosher to let
the public know about the trout being
delivered. I pretended we were content
just sitting. Brian, Gerry and my father
engaged in an animated discussion on
lures, and fish and strategies and every
other topic old fishing buddies and retired
military veterans might share. I watched
my father's energy shift from tired to excited through
their conversations.

400 browns and brooks ready to explore
life outside the tanks of the hatchery. John
Sheedy and his co-worker Josh Gahagan,
patiently waited to start releasing the fish
as I tried to maneuver the wheelchair
across the soft damp ground . Guys in the
ramp area jumped up to help me move
his chair. John brought net after net filled
with fish for my father to inspect and
even attempt to hand catch. Theywere so
patient when I wanted a photo that could
be misrepresented as a net full of my
father's catches. Strangers
held his chair
in place on
the sloping
lake shore so
I could take
pictures .

Then Josh
showed up
and started
piecing together his
rod. Josh is
After the
an avid bass
trout truck
angler, but he
left Josh startbrought whated attaching
ever tackle he
lures . The
guessed trout
wind was
might like.
really carryMy father ining the line,
structed him
though Josh
on the advanhad a way of
whipping the
tages of the
spoon shaped Alison Colby-Campbell and her dad Walter Colby.
rod at a high
metal goldfish
speed that allure that he'd
lowed his cast
used in his day. Josh listened and tried
to land true. At first , my father was conto find a lure approximating dad's detent to watch despite his limited vision,
scription.
offering advice as needed. Gerry called
Josh aside to reveal a treasure trove of
Several cars pulled into the surroundfishing gear that he offered Josh. It was
ing parking spaces, a passenger called
like fishing with family. We moved my
out. "We are here for the same thing." I
father to the boat ramp for stability and
assumed someone told them about the
he took a few casts with a few nibbles but
trout truck, though my lips had been
no catches. Josh cast the line and offered
sealed. I was so focused on my father that
to let my father reel it in. Nope, my dad
it didn't occur to me that the other cars
was not taking credit for another man's
were there as back up support. They'd
cast. Gerald starting fishing and it was
ignored my "all set" comment and came
experience versus youth. In the short
to provide any help or gear that might
time we had before Josh had to return to
be needed. Are you kidding me! How
his studies, and dad wanted to get back
wonderful are these people of Haverhill?
to the warmth of the car, Josh reeled in a
How can I ever repay the kindness from
trout retaining his fishing legend status,
the entire City, and Division of Fisheries
accompanied by lots of laughs and good
and Wildlife?
natured ribbing and challenges.
The trout truck pulled into the lot with
At 93, how great is it to feel life still holds
28
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happy surprises? Consider this, after
weeks with no appetite, my dad wanted to
go out for lunch and he wanted a lottery
ticket to see if his amazing luck included
Power Ball. Over lunch my father said "AI,
you know, if I win this lottery how great
would it be for me to buy 400 more trout
for the fish and wildlife people so that
many more people can enjoy a day like
today." I've never wanted someone to win
a lottery more, though I pretty much felt
we'd already won. Thankyou to everyone
who made this possible.

y

About the Author
Alison CoLby-Campbell is a marketing
consultant/ storyteller/ photographer from
Haverhill, Massachusetts. She bLogs as The
Heartbeat ofHaverhill, ALisonsBrain4Rent
and Alison CoLby-Campbell Photography,
and is a reguLar contributor to Haverhill
Life magazine. Alison comes by her Love
of nature and animaLs from her father who
never met an animaL he didn't pause to
pet, or a rose he didn't stop to smeLL. She
can be reached at: AlisonsBrain4Rent@
gmaiL.com.

Walter Colby passed away on Memorial Day, May 28, 2018. He was a World War
II veteran who served as a Tech Sergeant in the 8th Air Force of U.S. Army Air
Force. He flew in 25 missions in Europe as a radio controller.

Finding Summertime Trout
hese graphics illustrate that in the summer months when water temperatures are
T
limiting for trout there is less water volume available to them. When viewed overhead (A), the shallow water in the margins of the lake are no longer suitable habitat,
which results in less surface area being available to coldwater fish. Since this warm
water is really a layer of water over the whole pond, however, an even better view is
the profile (B) where it becomes apparent that water above 20 feet , in this example, is
too warm for coldwater fish and water below 30 feet has little to no oxygen. The result
is that all of the coldwater fish will live in a narrow band of the water column from 20
to 30 feet. The exact dimensions of the band of cold, well-oxygenated water can vary
from pond to pond and season to season.

A

B

Too warm

Little to no oxygen

Depth contours: 5 feet
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lomp, clomp, clomp. My three uniCapturing a nd ma rking birds, in one
versity students and I stomp along in
manner or another, has a long history
our rain boots through dew-sodden
around the world, and has been conductgrasses. It is 7:30 a.m. and the students are
ed in North America for more than two
noticeably more alert than when they arcenturies. Migratory birds are blissfully
rived an hour ago to help me open the mist
unaware of political boundaries and
nets. Mist nets, which are used to capture
therefore are considered an international
small birds, are so named because they
resource that is federally protected under
become virtually invisible when strategithe U.S. Migratory Bird Treaty Act. It is
cally placed against a shaded backdrop
the birds' migratory behavior that makes
of vegetation .
them vulneraThe week before,
ble to habitat
loss and land
the students had
learned to set
use changes that
may occur at any
up the 12-meter- Iong nets
step along their
by suspending
route. Thus ,
them between
greqt efforts are
poles that are
expended by
held erect by
bird banders to
ropes and tent
document the
stakes; it is quite
numbers and
a balancing act.
movements of
I walked the line
migrants each
between providyear. Such coning instruction
servation efa nd performing
forts , however,
damage control.
must be accomThey tried and
plished withtried , and then
out subjecting
looked plaintivebirds to undue
ly up at me . I
harm. That is
s wallowed my The author holds a Northern Flicker as her why migratory
chuckles as I re- students gather the equipment needed to band songbirds, in
membered the the bird and record the requisite biological particular, canrepeated frustra- data. (Opposite page) A Red-eyed Vireo awaits not be captured
tion of learning disentanglement from a mist net.
without a federal
to set these nets
and a state bandup. On this morning, however, they foring permit. The federal banding permit,
issued by the U.S. Geological Survey's
got last week's frustration as we easily
Bird Banding Laboratory (pwrc.usgs.gov/
opened the already-erected nets.
bbl) , requires the applicant to demonOnce all six nets were opened, it was
strate adequate training (often taking
time to walk the circuit again, passing
several years) and legitimate justification
each one to see if we captured our quarry:
(usually conservation or scientific data
migrating songbirds. Nope, nothing in
collection). Training in the identification
the field net. Nothing in the forest net.
of the species, age, and sex of the bird,
And nothing in the first orchard net .. .
as well as the safe and ethical use of
but as we approached the next net we
mist nets, can be acquired through a
spied three brown bundles, two larger
combination of courses , workshops, and
than the third. We captured songbirds!
apprenticeships with master banders (Le.
Even better, there is one for each student
permit holders). I apprenticed during
to extract from the net, and all within
my graduate studies and then obtained
four feet of each other, allowing me to
my master bander permit in 2003. As a
carefully supervise their progress.
professor in the biology department of

C
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The author instructs students in careful identification, banding, and data collection
techniques with a female Eastern Towhee.
Framingham State University, I offer an
introduction to these skills to a small
group of biology upperclassmen. For
this , as well as for my research projects,
a university institutional review for the
ethical use of animals is required. Further, bird banders must ask permission
from landowners in order to conduct
these activities on their properties, be
it private or public. For surveying these
migrating birds, the town of Ashland
granted me permission to use one of their
town-owned conservation properties.
"What species is it? " the students asked.
In February, while trapped indoors by the
winter weather, students learned how to
identify specific bird species. They studied the characteristics of bird families
using museum specimens and field guides
and listened to bird songs online. Successfully passing a lab practical exam gave
them confidence in their identification
skills. During the past month outdoors,
however, their confidence slowly eroded
as they could only catch a glimpse of
the birds ducking into the sanctuary of
shrubs. They heard contact calls, mere
chips and chirps, and song variations
that were not included in their guides.
In other words, they experienced a real-
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ity check. And now, with a bird resting
upside down in the pocket of a net, right
in their own hands, they were at a loss to
put it all together. Later, their confidence
grew with the easy identification of four
Black-capped Chickadees in the same
net, but for now, what were these brown
birds? I told them to focus on safely extracting each bird from the tangled net,
and we would identify them back at the
banding table.
Besides identifying the species, bird
banders attempt to decipher clues to
each bird's sex and age. This basic
demographic information allows our
capture data to be used for conservation
purposes such as understanding changes
in population trends, community composition, and reproductive productivity
over large spatial and temporal scales.
The clues to sex and especially to age,
however, vary among songbird families ,
even differing between closely related
species. Bird plumage (feathers) plays
a key role in allowing us to identify both
sex and age, especially in the spring.
In March, my students learned about
feather growth, feather types , and the
processes of feather molt (scheduled
feather replacement). Is the bird a male
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or female? The sex of some birds is easily determined by plumage color, such
as the bold red and black of a Northern
Cardinal male compared to the female 's
brown plumage with just a blush of red
in places. Birds in which the male and
female plumage differ are described as
sexually dimorphic. Never is this difference in appearance more apparent than
in spring, when males molt into their
showiest plumage (called the alternate
plumage) for breeding. However, many
bird species are monomorphic, meaning there are no discernible plumage
differences to help separate the sexes.
Surprisingly, size differences (length of
wings or tails) tend to be ma rginal, with
males and females overlapping greatly.
Measurements often distinguish only the
smallest females or the largest males.
Fortunately, in spring, the sex of most
bird species can be determined based on
their reproductive condition. Generally,
females will experience extensive feather
loss on the abdomen, accompanied by
swelling, which produces a brood patch
for warming the eggs. And although both
sexes have a cloaca (a single external
orifice for the digestive, excretory, and
reproductive systems) , only males displaya protrusion of the cloaca due to the
storage of excess sperm for breeding. As
spring progresses, banders gently blow
the belly feathers aside and one of these
traits might reveal the bird's sex.
Determining the bird's age relies on
more subtle evidence. In the fall , young
of the year (called hatching year birds)
require time for their skulls to fully ossify
(harden) , and when the head feathers are
pushed aside, the windows of transparent
bone reveal that the bird is in its first
year. By spring, however, the skulls of
many species have ossified to the same
extent as those of older birds , so we must
find other clues. Over a several week
period during late summer, a hatching
year songbird replaces (molts) most of
its feathers while adults molt all feathers . The hatching year bird's retained
juvenile feathers are duller in color and
looser in texture creating a "molt-limit"
that can still be detected the following
spring. Aging birds by the limit of molt
a nd/ or by the degree of feather wear

A Red-Eyed Vireo with a band on its left
leg, and (below) a Framingham State
University student holds a Blue Jay.

are attempts to distinguish matters of
degree, rather than absolutes, and such
methods require extensive experience
with countless birds of each species and
of variQus ages in the hand. Guidance is
provided by the authoritative text deferentially referred to as "the Pyle Guide"
(full citation on page 35) .
Back at the banding table, my students
were awed to discover that the two larger
birds were Wood Thrushes; so much
more impressive in life than as museum
specimens. Their eyes grew large later
that day when they heard the thrush's
ethereal flute-like song emerging from
the forest. They were chagrined to learn
that the smaller brown bird with the
conspicuous orange crown patch was the
strange little warbler they had been tested on two months ago: the Ovenbird. Its
dull coloration and streaked breast looks
oddly like a tiny version of the thrushes it
had been cavorting with when captured.
The students rotate positions as bird
handler, bander, and data recorder with
each bird. As I watch over them, one stu-

(Above) Both sexes ofthe Northern Flicker
exhibit brood patches; fortunately they are
sexually dimorphic by plumage. The female
above lacks a black facial mark called a
malar, essentially a mustache. (Right) A
large cloacal protuberance identifies this
Eastern Towhee as a breeding male.

dent gently holds the bird as instructed
and practiced weeks ago. Another student takes a tiny aluminum band off of a
string and readies it to be placed on the
bird's leg. The federal government provides bands in precise sizes, with clear
guidelines regarding which size band
may be used for which species of bird .
The band is like a tiny bangle bracelet,
opened slightly to slide over the bird's
leg and then the butt ends are squeezed
back together with a specialized pair of
pliers designed to close to the particular
diameter of the band.
One million bands are distributed to
North American bird banders each year.
A unique nine-digit number is engraved
on each band so that a bird can be individually identified if recovered at a later
date. The numbers on the bands are too
small to read on a songbird in the wild,
even with binoculars. Band recoveries
are often provided by other banders
who read the numbers while the bird is
in their hand. Bands are also recovered
by non-banders who find dead birds, per-

haps as the result of a window
strike or brought home by a
domestic cat. Bands are even
recovered from owl pellets,
which are regurgitated wads
of indigestible parts of the
owl's prey. The Bird Banding
Lab requests that anyone who
finds a band report it via their
website (reportband.gov) so
the information regarding
its fate can be included in
the database. In fact, nearly
100,000 band encounters,
from both live and dead birds,
are reported each year. People
who report band numbers are
rewarded with a certificate of
appreciation and the details
of where and when the bird
was banded.
Once the birds are banded,
the students and I review the
dense tome that is the Pyle
The presence of both brown and gray feathers on
Guide, attempting to see the
this
Gray Catbird is evidence of its very first fall
clues that reveal each bird's
molt. The following fall, all of its wing feathers
sex and age. When uncertain,
we record a "U" for unknown;
will be gray.
less information is always
preferable to misinformation.
organized at the state level with the
The students acquire an appreciation for
very first Massachusetts Bird Banders
the minutiae of research: time keeping,
Meeting, held at the MassWildlife Field
data entry, designated codes, and docuHeadquarters in Westborough . The
mentation to justify the decisions. Howevmeeting achieved the intended goals of
er, they escape the tedium of entering all
establishing a venue for communication
these data into the spreadsheet required
and collaboration among the many skilled
for federal reporting procedures. I do that
and dedicated bird banders across the
at the end of the year, after my summer
state. I am glad to be a part of these efforts
research and fall migration banding are
to study, monitor, and thereby conserve
complete.
North American birds, as well as to contribute
to the training of future banders.
Bird banding is an essential tool for
Personally, I cherish the opportunity to
avian research and conservation. Not
hold these beautiful animals in my hands
all bird banders are paid for their early
for a few priceless moments.
morning forays to the nets and braving
numerous insect bites. For as long as
there has been bird banding, there have
Pyle, P. 1997. Identification Guide to North Amerbeen interested and concerned citizens
ican Birds. Part l. Slate Creek Press. Bolinas, CA.
voluntarily contributing their efforts to
bird conservation. Such efforts in North
About the Author
America were organized nationally in
1903 with the formation of the American
Brandi Van Roo, Ph.D. is a biology proBird Banders Association, and regionally
fessor at Framingham State University
in 1923 with the Eastern Bird Banders
and the wildlife biologist member of the
Association. This year, bird banders
Massachusetts Fisheries & Wildlife Board.
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FACES ~ CONSERVATION
Bristol Aggie's Natural Resource Management Program
The Bristol County Agricultural High
School, located in Dighton, offers academic and vocational and technical
programs focusing on agriculture and
the natural environment. The school's
Natural Resource Management program
(NRM), administered by teachers Brian
Bastrache and Aaron Caswell , offers
a unique opportunity for students to
learn about conducting environmental
research and applying their new-found
knowledge and skills with hands-on experiences relating to real-world natural
resource conservation needs.
Headstarting Turtles: The NRM program has been actively involved in restoration partnerships with MassWildlife,
New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the
Savannah River Ecology Lab in Georgia.
In the fall , walnut-size hatchling Northern
Red-bellied Cooters, Wood Turtles and
Blanding's Turtles are collected from the
wild and housed in an impressive turtle
rearing facility over the winter where
they are provided plenty of warmth and
food, encouraging substantial growth
throughout the winter. In the spring,
now nearly the size of a grapefruit and
therefore less vulnerable to predators,
the turtles, with a "headstart" on life, are

released back into the wild. Since 2009,
Bristol Aggie has released 1,243 turtles,
including 163 cooters, 215 Wood Turtles
and 756 Blanding's Turtles.
Raptor Raptures: In the early 1990s,
Bristol Aggie NRM cooperated with
MassWildlife's osprey restoration efforts
by erecting osprey nesting platforms on
the school's 280-acre campus through
which the Taunton River flows. Overtime,
ospreys began nesting on the platform ;
currently there are three active osprey
nests on campus. More recently, a pair of
Bald Eagles built a nest on campus last
year and this spring they successfully
hatched 2 chicks which were banded
by the MassWildlife staff with students
in close attendance.
Pools for Spadefoots: In 2015, Bristol
Aggie students assisted in a conservation effort for the state-listed Eastern
Spadefoot by helping MassWildlife build
a vernal pool in its Southwick Wildlife
Management Area (WMA). Eastern
Spadefoot is a small, underground-dwelling, toad-like amphibian found in open
habitats like dune systems or field-forest
edges with sandy or loose, loamy soils.
Vernal pools are essential for reproduction; spadefoots breed in them, deposit
eggs, and metamorphose from tadpoles

to tiny, terrestrial froglets in just 4-6
weeks. Conservation of these animals
is a high priority in the Valley, as only
several populations remain on properties
vulnerable to development. MassWildlife
is trying to establish a new population
on protected land by raising and translocating spadefoot tadpoles from one of
the populations to the newly constructed
vernal pools in Southwick just a few miles
away. This technique, adapted from a similar experiment by Mass Audubon, is being employed
in the hope
that the tadpoles survive
to adulthood,
return to the
pools to breed,
and establish
a self-sustaining population.
During the past
two years,
Bristol Aggie
reared over
1,000 Eastern
Spadefoot tadpoles to metamorphosis. With funding
by the Massachusetts Outdoor Heritage
Foundation in partnership with Genzyme,
the project is already benefiting other
wildlife by providing breeding habitat
for American Toad and Gray Treefrog,
foraging/stopover habitat for Pickerel
Frog and Green Frog, and drinking water
and forage for a variety of wild birds and
mammals.

Growing Grasses and Chestnuts: Given
the agricultural nature of Bristol Aggie,
it's a natural fit for students to propagate
plants for wildlife and habitat restoration.
A MassWildlife habitat restoration project
in 2014 involved NRM students growing
grasses and other forbs and planting them
on coastal islands to improve conditions
for rare terns and other shorebirds. On
a small scale students grow some native
forbs for The Nature Conservancy and
are currently growing several types of
milkweeds for
the Massachusetts Military
Reservation
to eventually
assist pollinators. In the past
three years,
Bristol Aggie
NRM students
have also been
"heads tarting" American
chestnuts from
various genetic
lines in partnership with the MA/ RI Chapter of the
American Chestnut Foundation. These
seedlings will be used in the foundation's
research and breeding projects.
Bravo to the students and faculty
of the Bristol Aggie Natural Resource
Management program for their continued commitment and contribution to
conservation!
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A River Otter rests on a log during the summer season. Once a rare site in Massachusetts, the otter population has been increasing due to sustainable harvest practices,
better wetland conservation, and pollution control. The increasing American Beaver
population has also created habitat for otters. They prefer aquatic habitats, such as
marshes, lakes, rivers , swamps, and estuaries that provide an adequate food supply,
as well as shelter. The size and shape of an otter's home range will vary because it is
determined primarily by drainage patterns . Photo by Bill Byrne/ MassWildlife

